
Dear__________

Sending you this Inquiry is just one of the steps I’m taking to put an end to the incredible lack of
concern for true American interests that leaves my voice unheard and my personal interests
forgotten.

Unless I hear back from you with answers, don’t count on my vote. Count on the fact that I
will tell my friends that they have no right to gripe about high gas prices, and why a handful of
multinational corporation are getting even super richer unless they get up and do what I’m doing to
find out where you stand.

1. There is a connection between Big Oil’s corporate lobbying & the
high cost of gas for millions of Americans.
2. Reducing foreign oil purchases will speed growth of new made in
USA alternative energy
3. Voting in favor of Big oil is nothing more or less than corporate
welfare at the expense of the average taxpayer.
4. Politicians that supposedly work for the public have a “conflict of
interest” by accepting campaign funds from Big Oil companies?
5. You have an obligation to tell the people you represent why you-
vote in favor of Big Oil corporations not the public.
6. You are doing your very best to get rid of Big Oil’s influence now
and in the future.
7. An organized people’s group can make their Congresspersons
cringe by demonstrating a). voter clout and, b). using America’s free
enterprise system to match special interests control on elected offi-
cials.
IF, you answered six or more questions “True” THEN, what are
doing to insure all the people you represent you are working for
their interests?
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Thank you,
          Name______________________________________________________
City___________________________State_____Zip_______________
_
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